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   I am opposed to the location of where they want to build.   
From the info I could gather, on this whole 90 acre area, they have chosen 2 areas beside & behind our property at 7905 Old Heady Rd.
I’m not understanding why they can’t build closer to their existing addresses where there are areas that are already cleared. I’m also not
sure why someone would choose these areas. With the ravines, trees, rocks & sink holes, have they actually checked not only for stability
of the land, but for placement of lateral lines. I also understand that it is their problem, not mine, as to how they will get the electric lines
back to the property behind us.  We will not waiver access through or over our property.
     They are also looking in areas that are riddled with coyotes, deer & raccoons. We have enjoyed watching the deer on a number of
occasions coming to our pond & back yard. Not to mention all the different species of birds that my husband & I have grown fond of
watching. Of the birds, I’m sure the Flickers & Redheaded Woodpecker families will be the first to leave.
     The other very unfortunate thing that we will be loosing is the darkness. We have on a number of occasions gotten out our telescope to
look at the planets & their moons, small galaxies, the eclipses of our own moon. They're building so close just means more light, which
means less darkness & less of an ability to see the night sky. Looking through a telescope may night interest them; but, it does interest us.
     As mentioned before about the coyotes, these people feel that the leash law doesn’t apply to them. They are building right in the area
where I hear them on a regular basis at night. Since coyotes run in packs, they can & will take out any animal. I have encountered their
dogs loose on the street multiple times. If I walk in the direction of their house, I carry pepper spray for protection. They have come at me
barking  & running around me before. This is not a behavior that I trust in a dog. When they have walked up & down the street with their
dogs, they do not have them on a leash. Letting them go into our yard to relieve themselves. Now they will be next to us. Does this mean
that we will have to encounter their dogs on our property everyday.  We have about an acre fenced in, for our Rhodesian Ridgeback. Our
dog also has her shots. If they don’t abide by the Jefferson County animal laws now, whose going to enforce them when they move next
door? 
     Also, with the activity going on again at the Old Heady Rd Cemetery, I am suspicious once again what their plans are. I have been in
touch with the Anthropology & Archeology Departments at U of L. They had shown an interest in doing an entire class study of the
cemetery since it is an African American cemetery & it is so old. Since we moved here in 2005, not only have some of the stones been
removed, but the fencing & the wrought iron that was left from the entrance. I truly want to see this cemetery protected out of respect of
the dead & would encourage any help that U of L can give us. There is a headstone that was placed on the gravesite for 2 people. I do
have a picture of it. I have it printed up & can send you a copy of it. 
     After I thought I was done with this letter, I remembered 1 more thing. The internet service out here is soooo bad. When they start
using it, it won’t get better. On a good day, we get about 5mbs. That’s not 50 or 500. “5”. AT&T doesn’t care about us out here. The
houses aren’t built close enough to make it worth their while. This is not going to change. 
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